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Samsung Door Lock product Singapore & Malaysia. Digital Door Lock. Singapore, Malaysia.

We selling in Singapore and you may find various authorised dealer from Hanman International Pte. Ltd.

We introduced latest digital locks with various model and designs. Digital Lock, Singapore, Malaysia,






Receive push notifications whenever any of your family members return safely. Coming home during the wee hours? Save your loved ones some sleep and make a quiet entry using Silent Mode. Malaysia

Singapore, Lock in Singapore, Locks in Singapore, Digital Lock in Singapore, Samsung lock Singapore, Singapore, Samsung Wifi Lock Singapore and Malaysia.
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buy mortise digital lock

Digital Door Lock

Our security door lock provide world class security to your home and office.

We are the authorised Distributor in Singapore & Malaysia.
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							Next generation of Push-Pull doorlock 
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							Building upon the previous generation breakthroughs with multiple access methods

precision engineering and design the new generation Smart IoT Doorlock provides 

upgraded accessibility strengthened security and connectivity with your smartphone	 
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e-WARRANTY REGISTRATION

Thank you for your kind support on Samsung Digital Door Lock products. Please register your Digital Lock product warranty and fill in your particulars to complete the e-Warranty registration within 14 days from date of installation to enjoy comprehensive warranty coverage and after-sales experience.

This warranty registration is only for Singapore customers who purchases after 1st October 2021 with us or authorised dealers. If your purchase was before this date, please post the Warranty Card given to you during the installation to the address stated in the Card.


REGISTER NOW
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FOLLOW OUR INSTAGRAM PAGE TO GET OUR LATEST PRODUCTS UPDATES,

PROMOTIONS & CHANCE TO WIN DISCOUNT VOUCHERS.


FOLLOW OUR INSTAGRAM PAGE TO GET OUR LATEST PRODUCTS UPDATES, PROMOTIONS & CHANCE TO WIN DISCOUNT VOUCHERS.


FOLLOW US
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Samsung Smart Lock

Authorized Store

This is the official sales certification

mark issued by Samsung SDS.




Samsung

Smart Lock

Authorized Store

This is the official sales certification

mark issued by Samsung SDS.









Now you can Buy your favourite Samsung Digital Door Locks via our

Singapore & Malaysia official online stores
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Now you can place order your favourite Samsung Digital Door Locks via our official online stores, only in Singapore.
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smart security products, Singapore, Malaysia, digital lock, video intercom system, security door, security lock, samsung lock, korea digital lock, malaysia digital lock, singapore digital lock, home automation system, Singapore, Bluetooth lock, push pull lock, fingerprint lock, biometric lock, samsung smartthings, samsung smarthub, SHP-DP609, SHP-DR708, SHP-DH538, SHP-DH537, SHP-DS705G, METAL GATE LOCK, SHP-DP728, SHP-DP727, SHS-P718, SHS-P717, SHP-DH525, SHS-H505, SHS-H705, SHS-H635, SHP-DS510, SHS-3321, SHS-G517, SHP-DS705, SHS-D600, SHS-1321, SHS-2320, SHS-2320, Samsung Audio Video Intercom, Samsung IP Cameras, Samsung Smart Camera, Singapore, Malaysia







Introducing our new WiFi PUSH PULL digital door locks.

Experience our latest promotions on our new arrival door locks,

smart home and security cameras


VIEW ALL OUR PROMOTIONS
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Introducing our new WiFi PUSH PULL digital door locks. Experience our latest promotions on our new arrival door locks, smart home and security cameras

 


VIEW ALL OUR PROMOTIONS
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Samsung Digital Door Lock & Smart Security Products



Our Digital Lock is paving the way to a secure and convenient lifestyle. As the Authorised Distributor for

Samsung Digital Door Lock & Smart Security Products in Singapore and Malaysia, HANMAN INTERNATIONAL is a market leader in the Digital Door Lock industry & committed to addressing all your security needs.




FIND MORE





Security that matches its technology

Introducing the world’s first PUSH PULL digital door lock concept, making your life that much easier.
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SMART OPEN

Make a quick and safe entry by

unlocking your door with your smartphone.
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PUSH MESSAGES

Receive push notifications

whenever any of your

family members return safely
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TOUCH PAD

Due to the wide touchscreen, the design

becomes more stylish and the detection rate

gets improved.
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IN/OUT LOG

An access event log that keeps

track on who leaves or arrives home 
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Always Keeping

Your Home Secured

With our autolocking feature, you can rest assured that your home and loved ones are always safe.
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Silent Mode

During the wee hours coming home?

Save your loved ones some sleep and make a quiet entry using Silent Mode.
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Security that matches

its technology

Introducing the world’s first PUSH PULL door lock concept, making your life that much easier.
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SMART OPEN

Make a quick and safe entry by unlocking your door with your smartphone.
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PUSH MESSAGES

Receive push notifications

whenever any of your

family members return safely.
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TOUCHPAD

Due to the wide touch screen,

the design becomes more stylish and

the detection rate gets improved.
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IN/OUT LOG

An access event log that keeps

track on who leaves or arrives home.
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Always Keeping

Your Home Secured

With our autolocking feature,

you can rest assure that your home and

loved ones are always safe.
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Silent Mode

During the wee hours coming home?

Save your loved ones some sleep and

make a quiet entry using Silent Mode.







Why Samsung Digital Door Lock?







Convenience
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Just One Step to Open





Innovative PUSH-PULL handle design makes it more convenient to use than ever before.
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Automatic

Locking





Just close the door when you go out. It automatically locks the door itself so that you do not need to re-check.
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Auto

Polling





RF card or key tag is instantly authenticated for access without the need to press the wake-up button.
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Dual Sided

Latch





Completely reversible for right or left-hand gate openings, depending on homeowners preference. Can match most household doors.













Enhanced Safety
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Touchpad

Randomizer





Press those two digits, a smart way to prevent would-be thieves from scanning your smudgy fingerprints to figure out which digits will open the door.
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Anti-Theft

Mode





Once you set up this mode, the alarm sounds when the theft tried to exit the door.
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Double

Authentication





This enhanced security feature required to enter the password and the fingerprint/card for unlocking the door.
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Fire

Warning





This mode is activated when it detects the abnormally high temperature inside your house. By the sound of an alarm, it helps you recognize the risk of fire and unlock itself to help you evacuate the house.













Other Useful Functions
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Volume

Adjustment





Adjust the volume of your digital door lock to your own personal liking; be it to avoid disturbing others at night, or to be aware of every single entry.
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9V Battery

Backup





No battery; no problem. Simply use a 9V battery to power the lock from the outside and enter as per usual.
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Low Battery

Alert





The low battery indicator provides you ample time and convenience to change the batteries; ensuring that your lock never dies on you.
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Interface with

Samsung Connect





The Lock has an interface with Samsung Video door phone or home automation to unlock the door.













Locate your Samsung Door Lock authorized distributor in Singapore & Malaysia
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SINGAPORE
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MALAYSIA
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